**TIME TO EAT**

Lesson Thirty-Two

**Objectives:** To supplement the past few lessons on meals in Kiribati, this lesson provides you with some vocabulary and useful expressions for use during a meal.

**Activities:** Memorize the phrases. Then role play a meal situation with the members of your class.

**Translation of Phrases:**

- Are you hungry?
- Are you thirsty?
- Do you want to eat?
- Do you want to drink?
- Have you had enough?
- Thank you.
- It's delicious.
- I've had enough.
- Would you like a little more?
- Yes, please.
- What is that food?
- to eat
- to eat_____
- to drink
- to drink_____
- to cook
- to cook food
- your meal

**Additional Activities:**

1. Using the above phrases and vocabulary from preceding lessons, prepare a dialogue around a meal. Include a number of participants if you can.

2. Have a class dinner.

**Outside Activities:**

What are the Kiribati habits concerning offering food? Do they ask first or merely present it? Is it normal to offer someone a drink when they come to visit? Hot or cold?
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Phrases to Memorize:

Tain te Am'arake

Ko (a) baki?
Ko (a) taka?
Ko kan am'arake?
Ko kani moi?
Ko a ngae?
Ko rab' a.
Eng kangkang.
I a ngae.
Ko tangira riki teutana?
E eng, tiaoka.
Teraa te am'arake aanne?
N am'arake
kana _____
ni mooi _____
nima _____
ni kuuka
kam'aa te am'arake
kanam